Nothing more than the Dawn:
some stories behind the Richmond College boards
Introduction
James H Wayte began his training as a Wesleyan Methodist Minister, in 1844, at Richmond College,
Surrey. In October 1845 he volunteered to fill a missionary vacancy in Sierra Leone. By mid-January
1846 he was dead, just 23 years old, a victim of ‘violent fever’. James was the first of 125
missionaries commemorated on four large boards (see Appendix 2) that used to hang in the
entrance hall of the college until it closed in 1972, and which now hang in the Richmond Room at
Methodist Church House in London.
Many of these missionaries died prematurely. The boards simply list their name, place of service,
year of entry into college and year of death. Almost a half of the missionaries died within ten years
of entering college. Almost one in six died within four years of entering college.
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Given that training would normally take three years, the boards indicate that significant numbers of
these missionaries died soon after arrival in their mission station. The most risky places to serve
were West Africa, the West Indies and Honduras. Nearly a half of those going to West Africa survived
fewer than four years after entering college. Some periods were comparatively risk free, but in the
early 1850s half of the missionaries died within four years of entering college and in the 1880s they
had at least a one in four chance of dying within four years of entering training.

angina pectoris (1)
climate (2)
drowned (1)
dysentary (1)
fever (3)
fever & congestion of lungs (1)
horse falls & fever (1)
kidney failure (1)
malaria (3)
malaria - congestive (1)
malignant smallpox (1)
yellow fever (6)

Primary cause of death of missionaries who survived fewer than 4 years

Most died from some form of fever, such as malaria and yellow fever, although one died from
drowning and one from a fall from his horse. Not every student at Richmond College was training to
go abroad (except for the period between 1868 and 1885), but for those who were in missionary
training the names and statistics on the Richmond College boards will have reinforced the students’
sense of the risks they were likely to face. But they continued to step forward to fill the gaps left by
those ‘fallen on the field’ (WMN 1896:119-121).
The Richmond College boards made a deep impression on the German Lutheran pastor and
theologian, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who visited the college in October 1934. During the Nazi regime he
ran a dissident seminary at Finkenwalde in Germany and was executed just before the end of the
Second World War, having been accused of plotting to kill Adolf Hitler. Bonhoeffer used to draw
attention to the Richmond College boards ‘to rally the pastors in Germany who were struggling
against the state. “I am not asking you to do or suffer anything new,” he told them. “This has always
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been the way of the witness. What, over there in Richmond College there are boards with the names
of the Methodist missionaries who died on the field, and when one fell there was another to take his
place.”’ (Birtwhistle 1983:19).
Here we intend to focus on the 22 individuals who appear on the Richmond College boards who died
within four years of having entered college. What can we discover about them?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Who were they?
Where did they grow up?
What was their previous occupation?
Where did they serve abroad as a missionary?
When did they die?
How did they die?
What age were they?
Do we have any picture?

We have summarised what we know about each of these missionaries in Appendix 1, but there is
also scope now to address some more general questions:

Did they go voluntarily?
Did anyone force these young missionaries to go to places of great risk? The
evidence suggests that it was their own free, though costly, decision.
Albert Matthews, for instance, had wanted to be a ‘missionary to the heathen’
since the age of seven (Minutes 1891:70). James Wayte had specified that he
‘would prefer Western Africa to any other part of the mission field’ (Fox
1851:583). Edwin Nicholson had originally offered himself for Home work, but,
at the end of his first year in college, he changed his mind and offered for
Foreign Missions (Minutes 1890:48). Donald Spencer had volunteered to fill a
vacancy in Honduras, though apparently ‘his personal feelings pointed to quite
another sphere’ (Old Chariot Easter 1913:25).

Donald Spencer

Alfred Clegg had offered for the ‘General Work’ – either at home or
abroad. When chosen to serve abroad, ‘at first he shrank at the thought...
his love of home and country being a passion with him; but prayer and
faith had gained the victory, and now he said “I would not stay at home if
pressed to do so, I would rather go and live amongst the heathen, and die
with them, if God would have it so”’ (Pawlyn 1889: 59). Alfred Clegg ‘knew
the unhealthy character of the climate’ to which he was going in Gambia
and was ‘well aware that it was commonly called “the white man’s grave”’
(Pawlyn 1889:62). Tragically, he also recognised that he was not really
sufficiently medically fit for such a climate, but failed to share these
concerns with missionary officials (Pawlyn 1889:62).

Were they properly prepared and supervised?
Did the Church take sufficient care in preparing these men to serve in such places? Did they receive
adequate supervision? The evidence suggests that this was not always the case.
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John Pawlyn’s book commemorating Alfred Clegg implies that the Church could have been more
proactive in its medical screening in order to select men ‘specially adapted to this malarious climate’
(Gambia). He also suggests that those selected should be given ‘the most ample printed instructions
as to what they should do and what they should not do on reaching their distant stations’ (Pawlyn
1889:114). Frederick Elliott might have benefitted from such advice: he
fell victim to yellow fever in West Indies and his obituary suggests that he
might have survived had he consulted the doctor earlier ‘as their only
chance with yellow fever is during its first stage’ (WMN Jan 1882:19).
After Gower Cock’s death, the Rev W Goudie, Acting Chairman of the
Madras District, suggested that he had put into his work ‘more strength
than even a strong man could expend without injury’ and that ‘even for
him may we not say “Are there not twelve hours in the day?”’ (WWMF
Oct 1902:405). Evidently, Gower Cocks was not sufficiently supervised and
had utterly worn himself out in an unforgiving climate. Similarly, Alfred
Gower Cocks
Clegg is said to have ‘commenced his work too eagerly’ – ‘no mortal man
of his temperament could, under the same conditions, do what he was doing without soon suffering
the penalty’ (Pawlyn 1889:75). Alfred Clegg found that, unexpectedly, he had no English colleague
and, therefore, no one to give him ‘training in circuit ministerial work’ or to provide him with ‘that
counsel required in matters affecting the interest of his health’ (Pawlyn 1889:78).
Bearing in mind that at least four of our missionary deaths were caused by malaria, it will have been
important for missionaries in affected areas to take quinine, not only when infected by malaria but
also, crucially, as a prophylactic. The efficacy of quinine against malaria had been known from at
least the seventeenth century. Early Methodist missionaries in New Guinea were apparently good at
using quinine prophylactically (Langmore 1989:96). William Fox, missionary in the Gambia for over
ten years, evidently was using quinine, according to journal entries in 1835 (Fox 1851:405,409).
However, quinine’s bitter taste and unpleasant side effects may have caused some to discontinue its
use, sometimes with fatal consequences. Indeed, in retrospect, ability to tolerate quinine might
usefully have formed part of the missionary screening process.

To what extent were they
advocates and agents of empire?
It is often assumed that missionaries were
complicit in the colonial enterprise, actively
helping to extend the boundaries of empire.
The truth is actually somewhat more
complicated. John Pritchard’s analysis of
Methodist missionary societies concludes
that ‘the evidence of Methodist records
suggests, unsurprisingly, that some were
[complicit] and some were not’ (Pritchard
2013:xx). Andrew Porter similarly concludes
that ‘by and large most missionaries did not
want to be imperial propagandists and
colonial rulers, any more than they intended

Romilly /ŶŐƌĂŵ & Mysore pupils
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to be consistent or uncritical supporters of capitalist enterprise’ (Porter 2004:323).
Some missionaries showed an imperialistic disregard for local languages and customs, but others
made a determined effort to immerse themselves in local culture, as far as possible. Albert
Matthews had achieved ‘considerable proficiency in the [Yoruba] language’ (Minutes 1891:71).
Romilly Ingram had used his spare hours to study the Kanarese language and was on his way to
becoming ‘a very efficient vernacular preacher’ (Minutes 1896:46), although, with appropriate
humility, still conscious that ‘I flounder about in the quicksands of Kanarese idiom, and feel that I am
still hopelessly far from being a scholar in that tongue’ (letter, WWMF May 1896:186).
Alfred Clegg, previously a grocer, remarked on the commercial benefits of the ‘Christian missionary
enterprise’: seeing a Christianised Africans’ lavish wedding, he noted that the ‘silks, satins, laces,
gloves, broadcloth, in all probability the very bride’s cake were all from Europe, almost certainly
from England’ and that missionary enterprise ‘by creating new conditions of society, pays back to
England through the channels of her commerce tenfold for all that it receives from England for the
conversion of the world’ (Pawlyn 1889:86). This could be interpreted as an example of religion
underpinning and justifying colonial capitalism. Alternatively, and perhaps more plausibly in this
instance, Clegg’s remarks could be understood as part of a fund raising discourse, designed, rightly
or wrongly, to appeal to potential donors’ self interest.

How did they become missionaries?
What was the process whereby these young men were turned into Wesleyan Methodist
missionaries?
Candidating for Wesleyan ministry
As we have already seen, it was possible to offer for ‘Home Work’, ‘Foreign Missions’ or ‘General
Work’ – in the latter case, leaving the Church to decide whether one would
serve at home or abroad.

Romilly Ingram

Romilly Ingram was accepted as a candidate for foreign missionary work in
1892. After Romilly’s death, Rev Dr Waller, President of Conference in 1896,
recalled Romilly’s appearance before the committee: ‘I picture still the
intelligent face of young Romilly Ingram... I see him standing there so bright
and so intelligent, and I remember how thankful the committee felt that one
so clever, so gifted, apparently so qualified, should have looked out with so
sympathetic eyes upon the heathen world, and come forward as a candidate
for the Mission work’ (WMN June
1896:85).

Training
Richmond College opened in 1843. Until 1885, missionaries
could be trained either at Richmond or at Manchester. From
1885 they could train at Richmond, Manchester (Didsbury),
Leeds (Headingley) or Birmingham (Handsworth). Little of
their training actually prepared them specifically for the
mission field (Pritchard 2013:217). Often they would simply
leave with words of encouragement from the tutorial staff.
5
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Joseph Culshaw was sent to Kimberley in South Africa, just after the Diamond Rush of the early
1870s, with the endorsement of his Principal ringing in his ears that ‘he needed a diamond to cut
diamonds there’ (Culshaw 2011:39).The standard length of training was three years, but students
were frequently withdrawn to go abroad well before their training was due to be completed
(Pritchard 2013:217).
Richmond rites of passage
Once their training was ended, there were two special rites of passage for Richmond College
students departing for the mission field. The first was called ‘Rolling Off’. The gong sounded and the
departing student, arm in arm with two of his closest friends would come down the main staircase,
shaking hands with everyone. They would then make a procession to the north door of the main
corridor, where a taxi would be waiting to convey him to a train or direct to his ship. The other
students would then rush along the corridor to the main entrance and on to the lawns in order to
salute him with the ‘College Cry’ as he drove away (Cumbers 1944:19). Alfred Clegg’s biography
notes that the following Charles Wesley hymn would be sung, to the tune ‘Canada’, as the departing
student descended the staircase (Pawlyn 1889:65):
And let our bodies part,
To different climes repair;
Inseparably joined in heart
The friends of Jesus are...
To gather home his own
God shall his angels send,
And bid our bliss, on earth begun,
In deathless triumph end.
The second more solemn rite of passage, the ‘Warble’, took place at college once the departed
student was on his voyage. The students would again assemble on the staircase, this time holding
lighted candles. The hymns ‘Eternal Father strong to save’ and ‘Speed thy servants’ would then be
sung unaccompanied. The latter hymn was also popular at missionary valedictory services:
Speed Thy servants, Saviour, speed them;
Thou art Lord of winds and waves;
They were bound, but Thou hast freed them;
Now they go to free the slaves:
Be Thou with them, ’tis Thine arm alone that saves.
Be Thou with them, ’tis Thine arm alone that saves.
Friends, and home, and all forsaking,
Lord they go at Thy command,
As their stay Thy promise taking,
While they traverse sea and land:
O be with them; lead them safely by the hand.
O be with them; lead them safely by the hand.
When they reach the land of strangers,
And the prospect dark appears,
6
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Nothing seen but toils and dangers,
Nothing felt but doubts and fears,
Be Thou with them, hear their sighs and count their tears.
Be Thou with them, hear their sighs and count their tears.
When no fruit appears to cheer them,
And they seem to toil in vain,
Then in mercy, Lord, draw near them,
Then their sinking hopes sustain:
Thus supported, let their zeal revive again.
Thus supported, let their zeal revive again.
In the midst of opposition
Let them trust, O Lord, in Thee;
When success attends their mission,
Let Thy servants humbler be:
Never leave them till Thy face in Heav’n they see.
Never leave them till Thy face in Heav’n they see.
There to reap in joy forever,
Fruit that grows from seed here sown;
There to be with Him, who never
Ceases to preserve His own;
And with gladness give the praise to Him alone.
And with gladness give the praise to Him alone.
(Thomas Kelly (1820) Hymns on Various Passages of Scripture; later included in the Methodist
Hymnal)
As the hymns are sung, ‘the entire community is penetrated and integrated by a thrilling sense of
urgency, vocation and spiritual love; there is an involuntary concentration of thought and feeling
upon the missionary-to-be and a drawing near in the Love of God to the land to which his journey
has already begun’ (Cumbers 1944:19).
The Richmond College magazine, Old Chariot, carried a meditation which conveyed some of the
impact of the ‘Warble’:
‘The stairway, lined with men, with faces grave,
Singing, with import solemn, holy words...
The candles’ flickering light the sole illume,
Of all the faces there...
“Speed, speed Thy servants, Lord”...
Surely we feel e’en now that those we love
Rising upon the bosom of the sea
Say to each other “Now they think of us!”
And so shall others go
7
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Those whom we sing have sung this hymn before,
And with pure prayers sped others on the way,
And we who sing tonight, where shall we be
A few years hence? Perchance ‘tis ours to stand
Gazing into the gently heaving sea
Beneath the starlit sky – to hear the soft
Lapping, against the dark sides of our boat...
Filled with a purpose high, for it is Thine;
Filled with a holy love, which Thou hast given,
To spend and to be spent, for others’ sake...
The pale flames vanish, all is still;
The silence grips as some strange power;
The darkness fain our souls would fill,
But God is here, ‘tis trysting hour...
And souls are stirred, not shall we fear,
For His pure spirit draws us near,
But now the lights flash on again,
The mystic spell is broken through...
...as we turn to go away
There comes a voice we understand,
Lo! I am with you every day,
And none shall pluck you from My hand;
Your friend is Mine, and I am yours;
Your prayers unlock effectual doors’
(cited in Cumbers 1944:19-20)
A few months or years later, for some departed missionaries, college would again come to a halt as
news was received of their passing. When news came of Alfred Clegg’s death a game of football was
immediately stopped and everyone returned to college with a ‘feeling of gloom and sadness’
(Pawlyn 1889:106).
Ordination
Students were ordained before they left to be missionaries, although they were not ‘received into
full connexion’ until they had completed their probation (Pritchard 2013:85). If a student had to fill a
sudden gap on the mission field his ordination would have to be hastily organised, outside of normal
procedures.
Parting from friends and family
It was then necessary for the new missionaries to take leave of friends and family, knowing that they
would not see each other again for a long time... if ever.
James Wayte had volunteered to go to Sierra Leone with just a few days’ notice. He took his leave of
‘his parents, two of his brothers and several other friends’ at Gravesend – this was ‘affecting to all
who witnessed it’ (Fox 1851:584).
8
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The family will have relied on letters conveyed by boat and, later in the century, telegrams (the first
reliable cable to India was established in 1870) for news of their loved one. After Gower Cocks’
death his father received a letter of condolence signed by over a hundred students, teachers and
students of his own and other colleges, with ‘Brahman, Sudra, Christian and Muhammadan names’,
and ‘the number might have been vastly larger’ had they not had to catch the post (HF Oct
1902:400).
Prolonged separation from family and friends could be a hard burden to bear. Joseph Culshaw
confided in his diary at the end of his first month in South Africa: ‘how lonely it is so far from friends
of my childhood and youth; I look to God for grace to serve him. I am very weak’ (Diary 28/2/79). His
heart ‘clung to his aged parents’ and he longed to visit them again in England (WMN May 1881:106).
Romilly Ingram’s father was David C Ingram, a prominent Wesleyan
minister and at that time Chairman of the Edinburgh and Aberdeen
District. David died shortly after Romilly. His obituary said that ‘without
hesitation he gave his son Romilly for service in India; but the untimely
death of the young missionary in the midst of so much usefulness and
promise left its mark upon a frame already bowing beneath the weight of
heavy Church and family cares, and in some measure prepared the way for
the illness which in a few days closed the earthly service of one of our
most loyal and devoted Ministers’ (Minutes 1897:45). David had displayed
David Ingram
touching parental concern as he tried to help smooth Romilly’s passage
with the missionary society. In August 1893 he had written to suggest that they provide Romilly with
a cycle: ‘You remember that I was saying that the Missionaries from the Mysore advised Romilly to
take one. It seems that will make a horse unnecessary, at any rate for general use. If that be so, will
it be very daring to ask if the Society would not rather provide this non-consumptive horse than a
living one?’ (8/8/1893: letter to Mr Oliver; SOAS MMS/Incoming Correspondence/Mysore Fiche Box
34/31).
Thomas Protheroe’s mother, Harriett, died, aged sixty, just over five months after his death. Her
obituary noted that ‘the free surrender of her son to the service of God as a Missionary was one
proof of sincere and practical piety’ (The Christian Miscellany 1857:32). There is no direct evidence
in this instance that Harriett’s death was brought on by her son’s premature death, but it did happen
very soon after.

Joseph Culshaw

We know that several of the 22 missionaries on whom we’re focussing
were engaged. Joseph Culshaw’s fiancée when he left for South Africa was
Elizabeth Ann Birtwistle. There has been speculation as to whether she
remained his fiancée, as in his second will Joseph spoke of her in the past
tense, leaving his watch to ‘Elizabeth Ann Birtwistle... who was my
fiancée’ (Culshaw 2011:39). However, in a letter to the Rev H S Barton, in
Kimberley, written a few days before he died, Joseph asked about the
likelihood of his being able to visit England at the end of his probation, if
he paid his passage one way, as ‘he was wishful to fetch his bride’ (WMN
May 1881:106). Elizabeth remained unmarried after his death.
Interestingly, Joseph seems to have fallen in love with a Miss Peters three
9
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months after his arrival in the Diamond Fields and was devastated when she married someone else
(Culshaw 2011:41). The loneliness of life as an unmarried missionary evidently exposed some to
temptation.
Missionaries were not permitted to marry until they had reached the end of their ‘probation’ period,
which was usually four years in length (Pritchard 2013:85). Understandably, this caused considerable
concern amongst Richmond College students, who jointly wrote the following letter to the
Committee of the Wesleyan Missionary Society in 1878:
Dear Sirs,
Permit us to invite your consideration to a matter which causes us, as missionary students,
considerable anxiety. It is in regard to the rule of our Society which requires young men to
spend a long time of probation on the mission field before being permitted to marry, which
term necessarily means an entire and distant separation from all their friends, and especially
from the object of their choice.
We have carefully pondered the present financial state of the Society... and have not
overlooked the kind disposition which you have shown in the past to meet exceptional
cases, but we think that if the matter could be put on a more satisfactory basis it would tend
greatly to augment the comfort of the missionary, the pleasures of those at home who give
him to the work and the prosperity of that great Society in which we all have a profound and
common interest.
We venture to give you the following reasons in support of our plea:
I.

II.

III.
IV.

V.

We believe that the missionary himself would be benefited inasmuch as he would be
supplied with the requisites & comfort of home life, so much needed in a land of
strangers, as well as with one to sympathize and counsel in circumstances of sorrow
& perplexity.
We feel sure that a move in this direction would be most satisfactory to friends left
behind. The fact that he was not alone in his work would tend to alleviate the
disquiet consequent upon his absence from them
It would certainly prevent the numerous misunderstandings caused by protracted
engagements being carried on under such exceptional circumstances.
It would forward that assimilation of character, so indispensable to domestic
happiness & successful cooperation – but which under the present system is
hindered as many do not form engagements prior to entering the institution and
their collegiate duties and the enforced separation of a long probation prevent them
from having that personal intercourse which is essential, before the habits of both
become fixed. In cases where a language has to be acquired, an early marriage could
furnish a wife with an additional motive to learn it, they would be able to grapple
with its difficulties together, and thus both would be sooner prepared for effective
service.
We venture to think that it would further the interests of the Society. The
missionary, saved from that despondency & those disadvantages arising from
isolation, which interferes with the work of many abroad & cause others to return
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home prematurely, entails great expenses upon the Society – would more
successfully labour in the place to which he had been sent.
The influence of home would do much to nerve his arm for the conflict and above all there
would be the Divine ~1 thrown around his moral character saving him from falling a victim to
the peculiar temptations by which, in many cases, he is surrounded and which have been
the causes of stumbling to many of our most promising men; whilst we cannot forget that
the example of a Christian household is a most important agency for good in those countries
where the home, in its highest sense, does not exist.
We confidently appeal to you, relying on your forbearance and the anxiety constantly
displayed by you to contribute to the happiness of those who have obeyed the call of the
Holy Spirit & the Church to preach the gospel to the heathen, believing that any measure
you may adopt for the benefit of the labourers will advance the glory of God, by
consolidating the great missionary system, the prosperity of which is our delight.
May we request the favour of an early reply, and meanwhile we remain, Dear Sirs, yours
most respectfully, the Students of the Theological Institution, Richmond.
(MMS/Home & General/Correspondence/Home/FBN 16: MMS/01/02/01/92 - Home
correspondence file 1878-1882, 12 Feb 1878-19 Sep 1882, Item 1)
The Committee did not agree to their request and this regulation was not finally set aside by the
Methodist Conference until 1956!
The voyage
The new missionary’s journey to his mission station would have been by sea and would have been,
in most cases, a long and potentially dangerous voyage.
Sometimes the voyage would be taken with very few days notice, in order to fill a vacancy, as in the
case of James Wayte when he embarked for Sierra Leone in 1845.

1

Handwriting indecipherable at this point.
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Place of death of missionaries who survived fewer than 4 years – click here for interactive map

Alfred Clegg saw the ‘white cliffs of Old England’ for the first time, just prior to leaving for the
Gambia. He said ‘it sent a thrill through me as I thought of how soon I shall be watching them fade
out of sight, as I am moving down the Channel for some foreign shore’ (Pawlyn 1889:61).
James Wayte, travelling to Sierra Leone in 1845, would have been well aware of the risks of such a
voyage. He travelled with Mr Raston, a missionary returning to Sierra Leone whose ship to England
had collided with another and had only just managed to limp into Cove harbour, in Ireland; the other
ship had, it was feared, gone down (Fox 1851:578). During James’ voyage on the ‘Dale Park’ (410
tons) the ocean was described as ‘mountainous as the Alps’ and the mainmast of the ship was struck
by lightning during a ‘terrific thunder-storm’: the lightning passed down through the rigging
exploding on the deck ‘with the noise as of a cannon’...’as gunpowder composed a large part of the
cargo, alarm and consternation sat on every face’ (Fox 1851:580).
Arrival
Some new missionaries were evidently overjoyed when they arrived. When James Wayte first caught
sight of the mountains of Sierra Leone in 1845 he was filled with ‘almost unbounded’ joy: ‘he felt
that he was for the first time actually looking upon the scene that had often been portrayed by his
imagination, and fixing his eyes upon the land that had long been the residence of his heart’ (Fox
1851:584). There was something quintessentially English about James Wayte’s arrival in Free Town:
after ‘partaking of a cup of tea’ he proceeded to the chapel to preach (Moister 1878:198).
Others were less happy about their new place of work. Alfred Clegg’s first sight of Africa was said to
have ‘filled his heart with mingled emotions’ (Pawlyn 1889:69). As his ship docked, and ‘swarmed
with half-nude natives helping to get out the cargo’, Alfred’s faith momentarily failed and he asked:
12
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‘Can these poor creatures be raised, and become intelligent, Christ-like men?’ (Pawlyn 1889:70). The
following day he took an early morning stroll along the shore, seeking, but not finding, some
solitude. The ‘screaming vultures... hungry wolfish dogs... wretched-looking people... Mohammedan
Jollofs or Mandingoes stalking along in stately pride’ made Alfred’s heart ‘sink within him’ (Pawlyn
1889:72).
Once a missionary arrived in the mission station he can have had few illusions about the risks he
would face. Soon after landing in Africa, James Wayte was mourning the death of one of his travel
companions, Mrs Raston, a fellow missionary’s wife. He wrote in his journal: ‘Who next? Pray, pray,
pray!’ A few days later he wrote: ‘Each succeeding day I am impressed with the fact that I am
surrounded with the realities, labours, responsibilities and trials (delightful trials!) of a Christian
mission in a tropical climate; in a colony which has been called, (and probably with much truth), “the
white man’s” – the missionary’s – “grave”. Will it be mine? My Father’s will be done!’ (Fox
1851:585).
Writing about West Africa, W H Findlay painted this somewhat depressing picture of the newly
arrived missionary: ‘Fresh from college, the ruddy young Missionary goes to the lonely Mission
house whence the coffin has been borne. He tends the grave yard where one and another of his
predecessors have been laid. He hurries to the bedside of a dying comrade. Every month, every
week, there is in the heavy air the beating of the wings of the angel of death, and it is with that
sound in his ears that he lives and works for God and Methodism. He has to bear the strain of
loneliness also, for rarely has he the comfort and strength of wife and child, or the cheery presence
of a colleague. Yonder by the weird lagoon, or in the dark forest, or in the huge and barbarous city,
the young man goes to live, and witness, and work, alone.’ (Findlay 1901:235)
As we have already seen, one of the hymns sung at the Richmond College ‘Warble’, ‘Speed Thy
servants’, did not underestimate the unsettling realities of missionary life: its ‘toils and dangers’,
‘doubts and fears’, ‘sighs and tears’, ‘sinking hopes’, and ‘opposition’ in the ‘land of strangers’.
Some missionaries became quite depressed after their arrival. Joseph Culshaw’s diary, two months
in, speaks of ‘a day of sadness and distress’ and claims ‘I am in the wrong place, to die truly will be
gain’ (15 & 17/4/1879). Others retained their sense of delight in being exactly where they were
meant to be. On his death bed Samuel Pritchard reiterated that ‘he had longed to come to the West
Indies; and that now, though his work was cut short and he must soon die, he was not sorry that he
had come’ (Moister 1878:252).
Acclimatisation
Theories of ‘acclimatisation’ (also known as ‘acclimation’ and ‘acclimatation’) date from the
eighteenth century. They presupposed that when someone moved to a very different climate their
body and nervous system might, if they survived their initial ‘seasoning’, gradually adapt to take on
features typical of people in that locality and, hence, more amenable to life in that climate. Opinions
differed as to how long complete acclimatization might take. However, Europeans were considered
to remain constitutionally very vulnerable in hot environments and needful of ‘periodic and frequent
returns to their native climates... to renew their strength and vigour’ (Livingstone 1987:375). Cultural
as well as biological adaptation was necessary – ‘imitating the activities of the indigenous
population’, such as walking with umbrellas in India during the greatest heats (Livingstone
1987:361). Some critics doubted whether Europeans could ever become acclimatized to, say,
13
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tropical Africa, but, almost by definition, missionaries had to believe that it would be possible to
settle alongside those they were evangelising (Livingstone 1987:385), at least until native ministers
were raised up. Climactic explanations for Europeans’ premature death in the tropics remained
common into the early twentieth century, despite the advent of germ theory and parasitology in the
latter half of the nineteenth century (Endfield & Nash 2007: 144).
In theory, the young missionaries commemorated on the Richmond College boards should have
stood a good chance of successful acclimatisation. Writing in 1843, the Gold Coast Governor,
President Maclean, suggested that ‘young persons should if possible be selected for work on the
coast, on the ground that such become more readily acclimatized than persons more advanced in
life, and are more willing to listen to and adopt the suggestions made by those better acquainted
with the country and the climate for the protection of their own health’ (Findlay & Holdsworth
1922:156). Obituaries sometimes, however, implied that certain men should have been medically
screened out at the outset: Thomas Dyson, who died in Spain, was said to have had ‘a nervous
temperament which unfitted him for this climate’ (WMN Nov 1873:268).
Writing about the 1880s in Gambia, Findlay & Holdsworth noticed ‘an increase in the number of
years during which Missionaries were able to remain at work, when once they had passed through
the perils of acclimatization’ (Findlay & Holdsworth1922:142). However, even after Henry Lamb had
successfully battled with ‘numerous attacks of fever’ in Gambia and was getting ‘thoroughly
acclimatised’ he succumbed to congestion of the lungs (Minutes 1879:52). Acclimatisation was not
always successful. Findlay & Holdsworth noted that ‘the average period of service in Honduras was
ruinously brief; scarcely had men acquired the language and become at home in the country before
the climate enforced a retreat to England’ (Findlay & Holdsworth 1921:487).
Even when they came through their acclimatisation, missionaries would often have recurrent
periods of illness. In the 1870s it was reckoned that ‘from climatic causes, out of four Ministers in a
West Indian Circuit one was more likely than not to be disabled at any given time’ (Findlay &
Holdsworth 1921:420). However, missionaries also recognised that such places were not necessarily
uniformly dangerous to Europeans and discovered more salubrious locations within them (Endfield
& Nash 2007:143). After Thomas Robson’s death from yellow fever in St Vincent, his surviving
colleague, Rev David Barley, was relocated to the Fort, 800 feet above sea level, which he described
as a ‘cool residence’ (WMN Dec 1863:210).

How did the Church frame their passing?
The death of young missionaries, full of promise, was hard to come to
terms with. Sometimes obituary writers would simply refer to God’s
inscrutable providence: God’s ‘mysterious Will and Wisdom which
takes up and lays down the tools of the vast enterprise according to
ways past all our finding out’ (FF 1905-6:242). Obituary readers would
also, nonetheless, be urged to pray earnestly ‘that useful lives may be
spared’ even though ‘we bow with submission to this painful
dispensation’ (WMN Nov 1856:183). The Church recognised that
missions were costly in terms of money and men. Arthur Jubb’s
obituary referred to ‘the broken alabaster box of useful life’ (Mk 14:3;
Lk 7:37; Mt 26:7) and admits that ‘this ointment might have been sold
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for a great price and given to other things, yet surely there is no greater joy in this world to the
Christian heart than that that comes from laying down our best and truest at the feet of the world’s
Redeemer’ (FF 1905-6:375). These young missionaries had been lost in the morning of their life. It
was said of Romilly /ŶŐƌĂŵ that he ‘died with a prophecy and not a history... there was nothing
more than the dawn, for the sun went down ere the day had well begun’. However, Romilly’s death
was conceived as an offering to Jesus of ‘a gift of great price’; such an offering ‘even if it be
consumed at the moment it is presented, is not waste’ (WMN Aug 1896:118-119).
Military imagery was often used to make sense of the premature deaths of these young missionaries
– perhaps because people were already becoming accustomed to the sacrifices made by young
blood on ordinary battlefields in, for instance, the Crimean War (1853-56) or the Boer Wars (1880-81
& 1899-1902).
The term ‘fallen on the field’ was used as the title of John Pawlyn’s book commemorating Alfred
Clegg and was also used to describe the missionary memorial service recounted in the Wesleyan
Missionary Notices at around the same time (WMN Aug 1896:117ff). Andrew Bromwich was
described as a ‘young soldier of the Cross who fell on “the high places of the field”’ (Minutes
1887:41) – a reference to Judges 5:18.
It is true that ‘field’ in this context can also, of course, have agricultural connotations: Dr Jenkin’s
sermon at the Richmond College missionary memorial service in 1896 refers to ‘the higher economy
of harvests, where the perishing of one seed is the law of a hundred fold of produce; and this one
death in the ground of Mysore [that of Romilly Ingram] may bring to that field and other fields a
hundred missionaries’ (WMN Aug 1896:119). However, the term ‘fallen on the field’ clearly had
battlefield connotations.
Arthur Jubb was described by his Chairman as ‘a young knight,
free and strong, armour-clad, sword in hand, banner unfurled,
eager for the battle in the service of his Lord and King,
suddenly stricken down in the very hour when his comrades
were thanking God for so true a helper’ (FF 1905-6:375).
Gower Cocks was described as having ‘fallen at his post...
under his accumulated burdens’ (WWMF Oct 1902:400). The
Richmond College magazine was entitled The Old Chariot and
bore a horse drawn military chariot on its cover.
John Pawlyn’s account of Alfred Clegg’s willingness to serve in
Gambia, despite his less than robust health, points out that ‘he
no more thought of declining the proposal, than the young
British officer would think of showing “the white feather” if named by his chief to lead a “forlorn
hope”’ (Pawlyn 1889:63).
Obituaries regularly reminded their readers that there was now a vacant place to be filled. When
news of Alfred Clegg’s death reached Richmond College, one student said: ‘he fought in the front of
the battle and fell, but the men here are ready to step into his place’ (Pawlyn 1889:133). John W H
Stead took his place, but was himself dead within six months. Edwin Nicholson’s obituary was
confident that ‘the ranks will close up and hold the ground’ (WMN March 1890:50).
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The obituaries and other published appreciations of these young missionaries were doubtless
intended for various audiences, including:
o
o
o
o
o
o

a general church readership;
bereaved parents, other relatives, fiancées and friends;
fellow Richmond College students;
potential mission work donors;
potential replacements for the fallen; and, not least,
succeeding generations, such as our own, who
might keep their memories alive.

Even in their lifetimes many of these missionaries will have
received little attention from the wider Church. It was
perhaps to inspire a twinge of guilt that W H Findlay wrote
about young missionaries in West Africa in the following
terms:
‘He leads this lonely and perilous life, be it
remembered, without the support and
encouragement of our applause. He is so young, so
little known, so seldom in evidence on our
platforms, that he has no chance to gather the stimulus and the cheer which come from the
realized sympathy of the Churches at home. West Africa is vaguely conceived as just a dreary
and ill-fated section of our wide Mission-field; and the West African Missionary you notice
his name for the first time when you read his obituary. And yet in these grim surroundings,
hidden away from the eye of the Churches, I found him, as I went from station to station,
serving God and Methodism as cheerfully, as piously, as earnestly, as any young Minister in
the most comfortable circuit in England.’ (Findlay 1901:235)
We owe it to these young men who ‘saw nothing more than the dawn’ to keep remembering and
retelling their stories.
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APPENDIX 1 – those who survived fewer than four years from
entering college
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APPENDIX 2 – the Richmond College boards
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